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Abstract
We introduce a new release of our SAT solver Intel® SAT Solver. The new release, called IS23, is
targeted to solve huge instances beyond the capacity of other solvers. IS23 can use 64-bit clause-
indices and store clauses compressedly using bit-arrays, where each literal is normally allocated
fewer than 32 bits. As a preliminary result, we show that only IS23 can handle a gigantic trivially
satisfiable instance with over 8.5 billion clauses. Then, we demonstrate that IS23 enables a significant
improvement in the capacity of our industrial tool for cell placement in physical design, since only
IS23 can solve placement instances with up to 4.3 billion clauses. Finally, we show that IS23 is
substantially more efficient than other solvers for finding many (106) placements on instances with
up to 170 million clauses. We use the latter application to demonstrate that variable succession,
that is, the order in which the variables are provided to the solver, might have a significant impact
on IS23’s performance, thereby providing a new dimension to SAT encoding considerations.
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1 Introduction

A SAT solver decides the classical NP-complete problem of whether the given propositional
formula F in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)1 is satisfiable. Modern Conflict-Driven-
Clause-Learning (CDCL) SAT solvers are widely used [5]. They implement backtrack search,
enhanced by conflict clause learning and many other techniques.

SAT research is mostly focused on developing algorithms for solving, within the given
timeout, empirically difficult, but not necessarily large benchmarks. In this study, we targeted
improving the SAT capacity to enable solving huge instances with billions of clauses (cf.
the size of the instances in the main track of the latest SAT competition 2022 [2] ranged
from 264 to 214,309,011 clauses with 7,117,471 being the average). SAT solvers might fail on
huge instances due to limitations related to memory management, uncharacteristic for other
use-cases. To better understand these limitations, recall how SAT solvers manage clauses.

Long clauses (that is, clauses having at least 3 literals) are stored in the so-called clause
buffer. An initial clause C is typically represented by p1` |C|q 32-bit words, containing C’s
size, followed by C’s literals (where conflict clauses have some extra-fields). Let variable
succession be the order in which the variables are provided to the solver. The internal
indices, which represent variables and literals, depend on the variable succession. In most
solvers since MiniSat [9], a positive literal vi (where i reflects its order in the succession) is
represented by the 32-bit literal-index lipviq “ 2ˆ i, while a negative literal ␣vi is represented
by lip␣viq “ 2ˆ i` 1. For example, consider the following formula E:

E “ pC1 “ v1 _ v2 _␣v3q ^ pC2 “ ␣v1 _ v2 _ v3q

1 A CNF formula is a conjunction of clauses (aka, initial clauses), each clause being a disjunction of
Boolean literals, where a literal is a Boolean variable or its negation.
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E would be represented in the clause buffer by the following eight 32-bit words:

C

|C1|
hkkikkj

3 ,

C1
hkkikkj

2, 4, 7 ,

|C2|
hkkikkj

3 ,

C2
hkkikkj

3, 4, 6
G

In order to uniquely identify and access a clause C, solvers use its clause-index ci(C) in
the clause buffer. In our example, ci(C1)=0 and ci(C2)=4.

The fundamental capacity limitation of the older solvers (such as MiniSat and
Glucose [1]), but also some of the most modern solvers (such as MergeSat [15] and the
baseline solver for recent SAT competition winners Kissat [4]) is caused by their clause-index
width being limited to 32 bits or even fewer due to additional bookkeeping (e.g., 31 bits in
Kissat).

The first open-source solver to offer a 64-bit-clause-index version was CryptoMiniSat [25],
which can be compiled with a 64-bit clause-index since May 2017 [24]. A 64-bit clause-index
is also used by CaDiCaL [4]. Although using 64-bit clause-indices eliminates the major
SAT capacity limitation while not affecting the size of the clause buffer, it comes with the
price of inflating data structures which point to clauses (notably, including the Watch Lists
(WLs) [17], which contain two clause-indices per clause), thus increasing the solver’s memory
consumption.

Intel® SAT Solver (IntelSAT) is our CDCL SAT solver, which we released as open-
source last year [18]. We optimized it for incremental SAT solving in the presence of many
satisfiable queries. The original IntelSAT uses a 32-bit clause-index. This paper introduces
a new release of IntelSAT – IS23, aimed at extending the solver’s capacity. IS23 can be
compiled into various versions, including the default IS23 (similar to the original IntelSAT),
IS23-64 and IS23-64C. IS23-64 extends the clause-index width from 32 bits to 64 bits.
IS23-64C uses bit-arrays to store clauses compressedly, where the goal is to reduce the
memory footprint (thus, potentially, also reducing the number of cache misses) at the expense
of applying additional bit-wise operations to access clauses.

We demonstrate our core idea on our example formula E “ pC1 “ v1_ v2_␣v3q^ pC2 “

␣v1 _ v2 _ v3q. Given a clause C, let its literal-width lwpCq be the minimal number of bits
required to store its highest literal index. To store C, we allocate its every literal lwpCq
bits. Observe that, in E, we have lwpC1q “ lwpC2q “ 3, thus the formula (without the clause

sizes) can be represented using 18 bits as
C C1

hkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj

010
loomoon

2

, 100
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4

, 111
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;
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hkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj
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4

, 110
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6

G

(in

binary encoding), which requires only one 32-bit word instead of eight. Apparently, to access
clause’s literals, the literal-width must be known upfront. To support clauses with arbitrary
literal-widths, IS23-64C stores clauses in multiple bit-arrays, where all the clauses in a single
bit-array share the same literal-width (along with two other fields as detailed in Sect. 3). In
IS23-64C, the 64-bit clause-index of every clause C contains the unique ID of C’s bit-array
(11 bits) and the bit number where C starts in its bit-array (the remaining 53 bits).

Notably, the sharpSAT model counter [26] first applied the idea of storing subsets of
clauses (aka components) compressedly by limiting the number of bits in every clause to
the maximal literal-width in that component. However, while sharpSAT only stashed the
components compressedly for future usage, we have implemented a full-fledged CDCL SAT
solver with the compressed clause buffer as the underlying data structure.

We carried out several experiments to evaluate the different versions of IS23 against
other solvers, including Kissat, CaDiCaL, CryptoMiniSat and MergeSat.
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In our first preliminary experiment, we show that only IS23-64C can solve a huge trivially
satisfiable instance having 233 “ 8,589,934,592 clauses and 292,057,776,128 literals overall
(in all the input clauses).

Our own interest in extending the capacity of SAT stems from our industrial placement
application. Cell placement is one of the most important problems in VLSI automation [23].
Its most basic version concerns placing without overlap a set of rectangles on a grid. In [8],
we have presented our SAT-based placement tool, which starts with finding one placement
and then optimizes it with incremental SAT queries. We initiated the development of IS23,
since we had been observing an increasing number of cases where our tool failed to find even
the initial placement due to capacity limitations of IntelSAT. Furthermore, recently, we
encountered the need to solve another flavor of the placement problem, we call N -placements:
find a user-given number of different placements (from which promising placements are
subsequently selected and might be further optimized). In the rest of paper, we consider the
problems of finding 1 or N ą 1 placements, leaving optimization outside of our scope.

In our second experiment, we show that only with IS23 can we find one placement for
huge problems, whose corresponding CNF instances have up to 4.3 billion clauses.

In our third experiment, we show that only IS23-64C can find 1,000,000 placements for
instances having up to 170 million clauses, where, to achieve the best results, the variable
succession scheme must be carefully chosen.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 presents preliminaries. Sect. 3
introduces IS23. Sect. 4 is about experimental results. Sect. 5 concludes our work.

2 Preliminaries

A literal l is a Boolean variable v, in which case l is positive, or a variable’s negation ␣v, in
which case l is negative. A clause is a disjunction of literals. Let an n-clause and >n-clause
be a clause of size n and >n, respectively. A long clause is a >2-clause; a binary clause is a
2-clause.

A formula F is in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) if it is a conjunction (set) of clauses.
A SAT solver receives a CNF formula F and returns a satisfying assignment (aka, model
or solution) µ, which assigns a Boolean value µpvq P t0, 1u to every variable v, where
µp␣vq “ ␣µpvq. For a literal l, let the projection of l in µ µl P tl,␣lu be l iff µplq “ 1 or,
otherwise, ␣l.

In incremental SAT solving (under assumptions) [9, 21], the user may invoke the solver
multiple times, each time with a new set of zero or more assumption literals (called, simply,
the assumptions), while adding zero or more clauses in-between the queries. The solver then
checks the satisfiability of all the clauses provided so far, while enforcing the values of the
current assumptions.

Cell placement (placement) is one of the most important problems in VLSI automation [23].
We consider the following basic (but already NP-complete [13]) version which concerns placing
without overlap a set of rectangles on a grid. The input of the placement problem comprises
the following two components: a rectangular grid region of fixed size and a finite set of
rectangular cells of user-given widths and heights. We are interested in feasible placements,
that is, placements in which no cell overlaps other cells. An example of a feasible placement
is shown below (placing five cells of sizes 4ˆ 1, 4ˆ 3, 2ˆ 2, 2ˆ 4 and 1ˆ 5 on a 7ˆ 6 grid):

SAT 2023
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To encode placement into SAT, first, we associate two bitvectors cl and cb with the
left-bottom coordinate pcl, cbq of every cell c (where a Bitvector (BV) b “ tbn, bn´1, . . . , b1u

is a sequence of |b| Boolean variables, called bits). Second, we create two sets of constraints
in BV logic [3] over cl’s and cb’s to ensure that all the cells are inside the grid and there is no
overlap. Third, we apply an eager BV solver [10], which, after preprocessing, translates the
formula to SAT and solves it using a SAT solver. We refer the reader to [8] for all the details.

This paper also considers the N-placement problem of finding a user-given number of
placements. To solve N -placement, we apply the following algorithm, we call SimpleBlock
(first proposed in [16] in the context of model checking). SimpleBlock, shown below,
iteratively finds a solution (placement) µ and immediately blocks it using a single blocking
clause containing the falsified literal per every important variable, where, in our case, the set
of the important variables comprises all the bits of the left-bottom coordinates of every cell:

1: Create a CNF formula F representing the given problem.
2: Invoke a SAT solver over F . Let µ be the returned model (if any).
3: while F is satisfied with µ and the user-given solution threshold N not reached do
4: Block the current solution by adding the following blocking clause to F :

p
ł

cPC
␣ µcl

1 _␣ µcl
2 _ . . ._␣ µcl

|cl|q_ (
Ž

cPC ␣ µcb
1 _␣ µcb

2 _ . . ._␣ µcb
|cb|
q

5: Invoke a SAT solver over F . Let µ be the returned model (if any).

To evaluate different SAT solvers within SimpleBlock, we have implemented SimpleBlock
in both IS23 and CaDiCaL, whereas CryptoMiniSat already supports it.

AllSAT is the problem of enumerating all the solutions in a CNF formula. In practice,
AllSAT tools can stop after finding N solutions, which makes them applicable for solving
N -placement. [27] contains an extensive survey of AllSAT approaches; it also presents three
state-of-the-art AllSAT tools, called Toda tools (solvers) herein. The Toda tools include one
solver per each of the following three families of AllSAT algorithms. The first family of the
so-called blocking solvers use SimpleBlock enhanced (mainly by generalizing each solution
by turning as many variables as possible into don’t cares, thus shortening the blocking
clauses). The second family of nonblocking solvers [11] modifies the SAT solver to enumerate
the solutions explicitly without using blocking clauses. The third family is based on BDD
caching [12] and can be combined with the other two methods. Our empirical evaluation of
N -placement approaches in Sect. 4.3 includes the Toda tools.

3 IS23: the New Release of IntelSAT

This section introduces the IS23 release of IntelSAT. Sect. 3.1 describes the new parametrized
API. Sect. 3.2 is about clause compression.

We would also like to mention a new feature of out-of-memory recovery: when the
operating system refuses to allocate memory, IS23 compacts its data structures and retries,
rather than immediately returning a failure.
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3.1 The API
The users of the solver’s C++ library class, denoted herein by IS23 xα, β, γy, can now para-
metrize the solver at compile-time with the following template parameters:
1. clause-index width α: the width of the C++ variables, used to represent the clause indices.
2. literal-index width β: the width of the C++ variables, used to represent the literal indices.
3. compression flag γ: a Boolean flag indicating whether to compress clauses using bit-arrays.

For the solver to compile, α and β must be powers of 2 and the following assertion must
hold: 8 ď β ď α ď K for a K-bit operating system.

The default version is IS23 ” IS23 x32, 32, 0y. In this paper, we also experiment with
IS23-64 ” IS23 x64, 32, 0y and IS23-64C ” IS23 x64, 32, 1y, where IS23-64 and IS23-64C
can also be accessed from the command-line of the solver’s executable (the executable works
with the standard DIMACS file format).

The literal-index width β had been 32 bits for every open-source SAT solver so far, hence
they can accommodate at most 231 ´ 1 variables. In fact, it is 231 ´ 1 for CaDiCaL, but
only 228 ´ 1 for Kissat and CryptoMiniSat due to additional bookkeeping. Specifically,
Kissat borrows bits from the literal-index to be able to inline binary clauses (that is, store
them in the WLs only without maintaining a copy in the clause buffer), while efficiently
implementing inprocessing [6] as well as failed literal probing and vivification [14]. In
IntelSAT, the WLs are organized similarly to Kissat, but there is currently no need to
borrow bits from the literal-index as inprocessing, failed literal probing and vivification are
expected to be too heavy for both solving rapid satisfiable incremental queries (the original
IntelSAT application) and solving gigantic instances (the current IntelSAT application).

Notably, IS23 is the first solver which can be compiled to allow for a practically unlimited
number of variables (263´1 “ 9,223,372,036,854,775,807 variables using β “ 64, if no bits are
borrowed from the literal-index), where borrowing several bits, if required, is not expected
to limit the number of variables in practice. One could also potentially take advantage of
IS23’s architecture for saving the memory when the number of variables is limited by 215 ´ 1
(using β “ 16). We leave experiments with different literal-index widths to future work.

3.2 Clause Compression
In this section, we describe how IS23-64C manages clauses. For simplicity, we assume herein
that the literal-index width β is 32. Similarly to most SAT solvers, IS23 represents a positive
literal vi by the literal index lipviq “ 2 ˆ i and a negative literal ␣vi by the literal index
lip␣viq “ 2ˆ i`1. As we have mentioned, IS23 inlines any binary clauses into the WLs [4,7],
hence the discussion below concerns long clauses only.

For our purposes, a bit-array is a data structure which supports reading and writing of up
to 64 bits starting from a specific bit to a dynamically allocated buffer (using several bitwise
operations for every access [22]). We have engineered efficient bit-array support in IS23.

Recall from Sect. 1 that the literal-width lwpCq represents the minimal number of bits,
required to store C’s highest literal-index. Our core idea is compressing memory by storing
clauses as bit-arrays, where each literal is represented by lwpCq bits, and the width of the
clause-size field is also clause-dependent. Consequently, we have implemented a new data
structure for storing and accessing clauses, which serves as an alternative for the clause buffer.
The vast majority of the solver’s code is agnostic to how clauses are managed underneath.

Clearly, to access literals in a clause C, lwpCq must be known. To avoid the overhead of
storing lwpCq with every C, we maintain a hash-table of bit-arrays which store clauses, where
the bit-array of a given clause C is determined by its 11-bit hash ID hashpCq, including:

SAT 2023
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1. 5 bits: the literal-width lw,
2. 5 bits: clause-size-width sw, that is, the number of bits allocated per clause size, and
3. 1 bit: learnt-status ls, that is, whether the clause is learnt or initial.
The last two fields are useful for compactly storing the clause sizes and simplifying the
implementation of clause deletion strategies, respectively.

For a clause C, hashpCq is maintained as part of its clause-index ci(C), which, for α=64,
leaves more than enough bits (64-11=53) to store the bit-index, where the clause starts in its
bit-array.

Given C, let |C|˚ be C’s compressed size, which we store instead of C’s actual size to
save memory (details will follow).

The layout of a clause C “ l1 _ l2 _ . . ._ l|C| in a bit-array looks as follows (the width is
shown over-brace; glue, stay and act are commonly used fields [1,18] present only in learnt
clauses):

C

swpCq
hkkikkj

|C|
˚

,

11
hkkikkj

glue ,

1
hkkikkj

stay ,

31
hkkikkj

act
loooooooooooomoooooooooooon

learnt clauses only

;

lwpCq
hkkikkj

lipl1q ;

lwpCq
hkkikkj

lipl2q ; . . . ;

lwpCq
hkkikkj

lipl|C|q

G

Given a clause C, how do we determine its clause-size-width swpCq and its compressed size
|C|

˚? Our guiding principle is to use as few bits as possible. Specifically, we use swpCq “ 0
for storing 3-clauses, that is, |C|˚ is not stored for them at all. For every swpCq ą 0, we
reserve the special value |C|˚ “ 0 for clause-deletion heuristic’s machinery. Therefore, the
clause-size-width swpCq “ 1 can accommodate only clauses of size 4, where |C|˚ “ 1 for every
such clause. To determine swpCq for arbitrary clauses, we pre-compute, for clause-size-widths
0 ď w ă 32, the minimal clause size mcspwq stored using w bits to accommodate the special
value 0 and as many clauses sizes as possible for every w. The first 10 values and the recursive
function for mcspwq are shown below:

w 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 an arbitrary n ą 2
mcspwq 3 4 5 8 15 30 61 124 251 506 mcspn ´ 1q ` 2n´1

´ 1

Given a clause C, let wC be the highest w, such that |C| ě mcspwq. We set swpCq “ wC

and for |C| ą 3 : |C|˚ “ |C| ´mcspwCq ` 1.
Let G be the following example formula, where C1 and C2 are initial and C3 is learnt:

G “ pC1 “ v1 _ v2 _␣v6q ^ pC2 “ ␣v1 _ v2 _ v6q
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

initial clauses

^pC3 “ v1 _ v2 _ v3 _ v4 _ v5q
loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

learnt clause

Note that the clauses C1 and C2 share the hash ID tlw “ 4, sw “ 0, ls “ 0u, while C3 has the
hash ID tlw “ 4, sw “ 2, ls “ 1u. Thus, G would be stored in two bit-arrays as follows (the
widths are shown over-brace, while labels appear under-brace):

Bit-array’s Hash ID Clauses
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4
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C3

The 64-bit clause-indices would be as follows:
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cipC1q “ 261 cipC2q “ 261
` 12 cipC3q “ 261

` 255
` 253
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4
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3.2.1 Clause Compression and Variable Succession

Variables succession has an immediate impact on the memory footprint of IS23-64C, since it
impacts the literal-widths of clauses.

For example, in our latest toy formula G, swapping v3 and v6 would reduce the literal-
width of both C1 and C2 from 4 to 3 without changing the literal-width of C3, thus saving 1
bit per every literal in C1 and C2 and 6 bits overall.

Our core observation is that, if a variable is likely to appear in many clauses, it is crucial
for this variable to appear as early as possible in variable succession. In this work, we suggest
relying on the expert user knowledge of the problem to determine a good variable succession.
We provide two examples below, one of which is backed up by experimental results later in
the paper.

Recall the SAT-based SimpleBlock N -placement algorithm, where we add many blocking
clauses over the same set of important variables. In Sect. 4, we evaluate two versions of
IS23-64C: IS23-64CL has the important variables first in the succession, while IS23-64CH
has them last. Unsurprisingly, IS23-64CL turns out to be significantly more efficient.

Furthermore, many applications of incremental SAT solving augment clauses with the so-
called selector variables (selectors) to be able to enable and disable clauses using assumptions.
Normally, selectors appear late in variable succession, since they are created after the rest
of the instance, thus they are associated with highest possible indices. We expect that, for
certain applications, having the selectors early in the succession would have a substantial
positive impact on IS23-64C’s performance. We leave testing this hypothesis to future work.

Automating the variable succession, that is, having the solver renumber the variables
automatically, while still compressing the clauses efficiently, would not be trivial. In principle,
the solver could try to figure out a good variable succession out of existing clauses, when
a sufficient number of them is provided by the user, and then renumber the variables and
compress the clauses. However, that would require to temporarily store a significant amount
of clauses non-compressedly, which might ruin the compression’s efficiency. To alleviate
this problem, one might renumber variables and recompress clauses frequently, but that
might have a negative impact on the solver’s performance. Hence, automating the variable
succession is a non-trivial task, which we leave to future work.

4 Experimental Results

We carried out three sets of experiments. We denote by CrM-32 and CrM-64 the versions of
CryptoMiniSat with a 32- and 64-bit clause-index, respectively. We omit the results of the
previous version of IntelSAT, since the default IS23 performs at least equally as well, while
our goal is introducing the novel IS23-64 and IS23-64C variants of IS23.

We dub solver errors and exceptions as follows: CIErr or VIErr mean that the clause-
index space or the variable-index space, respectively, has been exhausted; TO or MO stand for
a time-out or a memory-out, respectively; Err stands for other errors (mostly crashes).

The code and the binaries of all the tools and all the benchmarks are publicly available
at [20]. Additionally, IntelSAT’s repository [19] has been updated to IS23.

SAT 2023
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Table 1 Solving Spnq. Rows represent instances. The first column contains n. Each pair of
subsequent columns shows the time in seconds and memory in GB for the corresponding SAT solver.

n Kissat CaDiCaL MergeSat CrM-64 IS23 IS23-64 IS23-64C
T M T M T M T M T M T M T M

27 171 21 172 26 5070 35 247 30 227 21 228 21 261 10
28 374 42 347 52 CIErr 505 60 CIErr 459 44 508 19
29 CIErr 702 105 CIErr 1254 125 CIErr 975 90 1023 43
30 CIErr 1523 226 CIErr 2468 249 CIErr 1914 184 2096 81
31 CIErr 3348 453 CIErr 6117 515 CIErr 4262 379 4509 199
32 CIErr 8186 784 CIErr Err CIErr 9064 774 9723 365
33 CIErr Err CIErr Err CIErr MO 20311 678

Table 2 Finding one placement. The first three columns provide the number of rectangles (in
hundreds), variables in CNF (in millions) and clauses in CNF (in millions). Each subsequent pair
or triplet of columns corresponds to one solver. Each shows, for the corresponding solver, either:
(1) the run-time (in hours), the memory usage (in GB) and, optionally, the number of conflicts (in
thousands), or (2) the reason for a failure.

R
102

V
106

C
106

IS23 IS23-64 IS23-64C CrM-64 Kissat CaDiCaL
T M T M CO

103 T M CO
103 T M T M T M

20 152 682 1.4 41 1.6 61 19 2.2 60 19 1.7 114 1.6 64 4.3 151
25 238 1066 CIErr 4.2 95 26 4.3 93 21 7.0 180 CIErr 23.5 217
30 342 1535 CIErr 5.6 138 31 8.9 136 31 VIErr CIErr 27.1 349
35 466 2089 CIErr 14.4 190 54 13.8 186 39 VIErr CIErr TO
40 608 2728 CIErr 13.8 245 46 24.0 245 44 VIErr Err Err
45 770 3453 CIErr 21.8 308 55 25.7 306 55 VIErr Err Err
50 950 4263 CIErr 33.3 382 59 TO VIErr Err Err

4.1 Gigantic Trivially Satisfiable Instances
To compare solvers’ capacity, we created a family of trivially satisfiable instances as follows.

First, consider the following family U of trivially unsatisfiable instances: U(n) contains
2n clauses, where every clause contains a literal for every one of the n variables v1, . . . , vn,
and all the clauses are different (so, every clause falsifies exactly one potential solution). For
example, Up2q “ p␣v1 _␣v2q ^ p␣v1 _ v2q ^ pv1 _␣v2q ^ pv1 _ v2q.

The trivially satisfiable family S is generated from U by adding a new variable vn`1 to every
clause. For example, Sp2q “ p␣v1_␣v2_v3q^p␣v1_v2_v3q^pv1_␣v2_v3q^pv1_v2_v3q.

For the experiments in this and the next subsection (Sect 4.2), we used a machine having
790Mb of memory and an Intel® Xeon® processor of 2.70Ghz CPU frequency. Table 1
compares Kissat, CaDiCaL, MergeSat, CrM-64, IS23, IS23-64 and IS23-64C on S instances
without any time or memory limits (CrM-32 failed with CIErr already on Sp25q).

IS23-64C is the only solver, which can solve the gigantic instance S(33) having 233 “

8,589,934,592 clauses and 233 ˆ p33` 1q “ 292,057,776,128 literals overall.
Note that IS23-64C consumes around half the memory of IS23-64. Why is the gap so

low, given that, for e.g. n “ 32, each literal takes 32{6 “ 5.3 times fewer bits in the clause
buffer (so, seemingly, one could expect IS23-64C to use 5 times rather than 2 times less
memory than IS23-64)? Shortly, because of the Watch Lists. WLs occupy the same amount
of memory for both IS23-64 and IS23-64C, but, for IS23-64C, they dominate the memory
consumption using over 60% of the memory. Thus, compressing the WLs is a promising
direction for future work.

4.2 Finding One Placement
We generated publicly available placement instances in CNF as follows. Each instance in the
family P(R) corresponds to the problem of placing R rectangles of randomly chosen width
and height in the range r1´ 10s on a 103 ˆ 103 grid. The results on these instances roughly
correspond to results on industrial instances of similar size, which we, unfortunately, cannot
share due to IP restrictions.
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For finding one placement, we ran Kissat, CaDiCaL, MergeSat, CrM-32 CrM-64, IS23,
IS23-64 and IS23-64C with the timeout of 48 hours and the memory limit of 512Gb on
instances in rPp2000q, Pp2500q, . . . , Pp5000qs (all the solvers failed on P(5500)). The results are
shown in Table 2 (MergeSat and CrM-32 are omitted as they solved none of the instances).

Our new release of IntelSAT, IS23, is clearly the most scalable solver as IS23-64 solved
even the instance P(5000) having almost 1 billion variables and 4.3 billion clauses, whereas
the next best solver CaDiCaL managed to solve only the P(3000) instance, while being 4.8X

slower and using 2.5X more memory than IS23-64 for P(3000).
Compare IS23-64 with IS23-64C. Usually, IS23-64 outperformed IS23-64C in terms of

run-time. IS23-64C never generated more conflicts than IS23-64, but was almost always
slower, apparently because of the overhead of the bit-wise operations. Surprisingly, IS23-64C
was only slightly more efficient than IS23 in terms of memory consumption. Further analysis
showed that IS23-64C did compress the clause buffer (e.g., by 1.5X for P(4500)), but other
data structures (WLs and variable/literal-indexed arrays) dominated the memory usage.

4.3 Finding Many Placements
In our last experiment, we evaluated the different solvers for finding N “ 1,000,000 placements.
Since finding 106 placements is substantially more difficult than only one, we used smaller
instances in rPp200q, Pp300q, Pp400q, . . .s. However, we decided to also limit the resources: we
used machines with 32Gb of memory only running Intel® Xeon® processors of 3Ghz CPU
frequency and set the timeout to 10 hours.

We ran CaDiCaL, CrM-64, IS23, IS23-64 and the two versions of IS23-64C, IS23-64CL
and IS23-64CH (recall Sect. 3.2.1), within the SimpleBlock algorithm. We also launched
the Toda tools (recall Sect. 2): bc_minisat_all, nbc_minisat_all and bdd_minisat_all.
The last instance for which at least one solver succeeded to find 106 placements was Pp1000q.

The results are shown in Table 3. Observe that only IS23-64CL was able to find 106

placements for all the instances. Unlike for finding one placement, IS23-64 consumed
significantly more memory than IS23-64CL, since the long blocking clauses dominated the
memory consumption (the size of every blocking clause for P(R) is the number of important
variables = 20ˆR). Observe that the various IS23 versions managed to squeeze the memory
usage into 31Gb for several instances of different complexity due to the out-of-memory
recovery feature (recall Sect. 3).

IS23-64CH failed on two instances providing evidence that variable succession scheme
is crucial. In addition to IS23-64CL and IS23-64CH, we have also tested IS23-64CD: the
variable succession scheme, generated by default by our in-house eager SMT solver. IS23-64CD
was able to solve P(900), but not P(1000), hence we upgraded our default to IS23-64CL.

Notably, IntelSAT scaled substantially better than both CaDiCaL and CrM-64 within
SimpleBlock. The explanation may be related to the Incremental Lazy Backtracking (ILB)
principle, implemented already in the original IntelSAT [18]. Specifically, before every
incremental SAT query, CaDiCaL and CrM-64 backtrack to the global decision level after each
model is found, while IntelSAT backtracks to the highest possible decision level, where the
latest blocking clause halts to be falsified. Note that implementing or disabling ILB in any
of the solvers would have no impact on the experiments reported in Table 1 and Table 2,
since the benchmarks used in these experiments are not incremental.

Finally, our IS23-64CL-based N-placement tool scaled much better than the state-of-
the-art AllSAT solvers (Toda tools), despite us using only the basic SimpleBlock algorithm,
which can be substantially improved by techniques, inspired by blocking AllSAT solvers.

SAT 2023
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Table 3 Finding 106 placements. The first column in both the sub-tables shows the number of
rectangles (in hundreds); the upper table also contains two columns with the number of variables
and clauses in CNF (in millions). Each subsequent triplet of columns shows, for one solver: the
number of solutions (in thousands), the run-time (in hours) and the memory usage (in GB); in case
of a failure, the last two columns per solver show its reason instead.

R
102

V
106

C
106

IS23 IS23-64 IS23-64CL IS23-64CH
S

103 T M S
103 T M S

103 T M S
103 T M

3 3 15 1000 0.4 15 1000 0.5 16 1000 0.6 10 1000 0.5 14
4 6 27 829 CIErr 1000 0.7 22 1000 0.9 12 1000 0.8 20
5 10 43 644 CIErr 1000 0.9 28 1000 1.3 17 1000 1.2 29
6 14 61 513 CIErr 1000 1.3 31 1000 1.8 23 1000 1.4 31
7 19 84 438 CIErr 1000 1.6 31 1000 2.2 25 1000 1.8 31
8 24 109 372 CIErr 668 MO 1000 2.7 31 1000 2.4 31
9 31 138 338 CIErr 482 MO 1000 3.2 31 769 MO
10 38 171 265 CIErr 449 MO 1000 3.6 31 682 MO

R
102

CrM-64 CaDiCaL bc_minisat_all nbc_minisat_all bdd_minisat_all
S

103 T M S
103 T M S

103 T M S
103 T M S

103 T M
3 30 TO 15 TO 19 TO 1000 0.1 1 0 Err
4 15 TO 8 TO 8 TO 1000 3.4 3 0 Err
5 10 TO 5 TO 0 TO 0 TO 0 TO
6 6 TO 3 TO 0 TO 0 TO 0 TO
7 4 TO 2 TO 0 TO 0 TO 0 TO
8 3 TO 2 TO 0 TO 0 TO 0 TO
9 0 Err 1 TO 0 TO 0 TO 0 TO
10 0 Err 1 TO 0 TO 0 TO 0 TO

5 Conclusion

We introduced the IS23 release of our SAT solver IntelSAT, targeted to solve huge instances
beyond the capacity of other solvers. IS23 can compress the memory by storing clauses in
bit-arrays. We showed that only IS23 can solve a gigantic trivially satisfiable instance with
over 8.5 billion clauses. IS23 also enabled solving huge instances of the industrial placement
problem with up to 4.3 billion clauses. Additionally, IS23 turned out to be substantially
more efficient than other solvers for finding 106 placements on instances with up to 170
million clauses, where a carefully chosen variable succession scheme enabled the best results.
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